Abstract. A numerical method for two-point boundary value problems with constant coefficients is developed which is based on integral equations and the spectral integration matrix for Chebyshev nodes.
Although spectral differentiation is remarkably accurate in exact arithmetic, there are a number of difficulties associated with its use. Ill-conditioning of the matrix with increasing N frequently causes degradation of the observed precision. Furthermore, as recently demonstrated by Trefethen and Trummer for certain problems [12] , [13] , the time step restrictions due to this ill-conditioning can be more severe than those predicted by the standard stability theory.
In this paper, we will consider only the simplest steady-state case, namely linear two-point boundary value problems with constant coefficients. It is well known that problems of this type are efficiently and accurately solved by spectral methods. On the other hand, it is also well known that care must be taken in applying spectral methods to such problems. The naive approach leads to the use of unstable recurrence relations for the determination of the expansions coefficients, a consequence of the illconditioning of @n. Previous stable methods have consisted of a reformulation of the linear system by analytic or algebraic means [4J, [5] , [7] , [8] . While avoiding the error amplification of the unstable recurrence relations in the calculation of the solution itself, information about derivatives, which is often of physical interest, still requires spectral differentiation.
Our main purpose in this paper is to suggest that well-conditioned spectral methods be developed through the use of integral equations. For two-point boundary value problems, this is accomplished by using the indefinite integral (and Clenshaw-Curtis * Received by the editors August 14, 1989 ; accepted for publication (in revised form) August 31, 1990 . 
T0(x) 1, T(x) x and, using elementary trigonometric identities, (3) Tk+,(x) 2XTk(X)-Tk-l(X) for k_-> 1.
The functions Tk constitute an orthonormal basis with respect to the inner product
-/ dx. (6) g(x)=-aoTo(x)+ al T(x)+ a2T2(x)+
Z' akTk(X) k=0 is the Chebyshev expansion associated with f, then
Moreover, the remainder in truncating the series at N terms is of the order (9) O N,_ as N.
In particular, if f is infinitely differentiable, then the remainder goes to zero superalgebraically (faster than any finite power of l/N). For a more complete discussion, see Gottlieb and Orszag [7] . We will refer to the mapping @:X X as spectral differentiation. We will denote by 5(a) the sequence d given by the formulae 1 (11) dk=-(ak_--ak+) fork-->l, (12) do dl d2 h-d3
We will refer to the mapping 5:X-X as spectral integration.
The definitions above are motivated by the following lemma, which may be found in the Appendix to [7] . LEMMA 2.1. Let f be a smooth function given by a Chebyshev series (13) f(x)= 2' akTk(X). k=O Then the derivative off has a series expansion of the form (14) f'(x)= Z' bkTk(X) k=0 with bk given by (10) . The integral off has a series expansion of the form
where dk is given by (11) and (12) . It is clear from (10)- (12) 
where tl= 5(a) and fi= 5(). Using the definitions (11) and (12) -4 has already been incurred. When f(x)= sin (x)+0.005 sin (60x), the situation is worse. In single precision, even with the optimal choice of N, the mean square error is greater than 1 percent.
3. Two-point boundary value problems. The two-point boundary value problems considered here are second-order equations of the form The fact that high-order polynomial approximations achieve superalgebraic convergence for such differential equations has been known for a long time. Ciarlet, Schultz, and Varga [1] have shown that superalgebraic convergence can be achieved even when the governing ordinary differential equation is nonlinear, so long as the solution is sufficiently smooth. In the standard spectral formulation [ (32) u and using the spectral integration matrix, we obtain the system of equations
This is a sytem of N + 1 equations with N + 3 unknowns (the coefficients ak and the constants of integration Co and C). Two additional equations are obtained from the boundary conditions
The discrete problem is pentadiagonal except for the two rows derived from the boundary conditions, and can be solved using approximately 10N floating point operations. y(x)=l+e_2O 1+ Standard finite-difference and finite-element methods tend to converge quite slowly, due to the large derivatives of the exact solution near the boundaries. While multiple shooting, which is recommended in [11] , is a viable approach, the method is computationally expensive. Our calculations show that the corresponding integral equation is solved to spectral accuracy with very little effort.
The second example involves a boundary layer near each endpoint. The governing equation is (42) ey"-y =0,
where e-10-5. As is well known, the Chebyshev nodes are particularly good at resolving boundary layers since they tend to cluster at the two endpoints (see [7] ).
The third example is one where the solution is very oscillatory:
y"+5y' + lO,O00y -500 cos (lOOx) e-5', In each case, it is clear that the spectral integral formulation is both rapidly convergent and stable.
5. Conclusions. The spectral integration matrix is a well-conditioned operator which yields an antiderivative of a function tabulated at Chebyshev nodes. In this paper, we have presented a fast algorithm for the solution of constant coefficient two-point boundary value problems through the use of integral equations and spectral integration. The central advantage of the scheme proposed in this paper over the stabilized spectral approach [7, p. 119] is that we can obtain first and second derivatives of the solution without the instability of differentiation. These derivatives are needed in many calculations of practical interest.
The difficulty with variable coefficient problems lies not in the formulation of the integral equation, but in the fact that the resulting system of equations for the coefficients of the Chebyshev series of u" is dense. Gaussian elimination would require O(N3) operations, where N is the number of Chebyshev nodes used in the discretization. On the other hand, the spectral integration matrix can be used to apply the integral operator in O(N log N) operations, making iterative methods more attractive (see, e.g., [9] ).
The number of iterations required is a function of the underlying problem, and does not increase with the number of nodes. Unfortunately, for many situations of interest, complex behavior of the solution causes the condition number of the underlying problem and the number of iterations to be large, so that direct methods would be preferable provided that an O(N) or O(N log N) operation count could be maintained.
Recently, such algorithms have been designed, both for second-order differential equations [6] and more general first-order systems [10] .
